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What is dignity? Author Umair Haque has this to say: Dignity is ‘hard to pin down, define, fill in. But we all know what it means when we see it’.

Haque defines dignity as follows:

Dignity is a minimum level of well-being below which one’s life cannot fall. There are many kinds of well-being — the strength and breadth of one’s relationships, one’s financial security, one’s intelligence and wisdom, one’s empathy and courage, one’s happiness and meaning. When one is shielded from losing all these things below some level, then one has dignity. What is the shield? The job of a social contract is to ensure that the average person can be rich in all these things — genuinely, not just materially, rich. And that is what dignity is.

Bonnie Selterman has been teaching human communication and culture at New York University for many years. She has many questions about dignity: If dignity is inherent, she asks, it must be inviolable, is not this true? How can we then claim it is violable? Is one’s dignity violated if one feels and experiences one’s dignity has been violated, is dignity a state of mind? If the violation of dignity were a purely subjective state of mind, there would be no outside objective metric for determining the violation of dignity. Furthermore, if someone for some reason does not ‘know’ that her dignity has been violated, it must not have been violated. For example, what about women who simply accept their submissive status?

Indeed, when I worked in Egypt from 1984 to 1991, I asked myself the same questions. Eighty-six per cent of Egyptian women surveyed in 1995 thought that husbands were justified in hitting their wives, for instance, when she failed to put meals on the table in time, or if she refused sex.

For these women, male violence was similar to a natural disaster — hurtful but unavoidable — it was not regarded as a personal humiliation, it was not categorised as a ‘human-made disaster’ that could be avoided. Only through education did these women come to understand that domestic violence may be far from a natural disaster.

Zuzana Luckay Mihalčínová has been mentioned before, and also she asks questions. Luckay warns that dignity, even though it has now become part of our anchoring in the world, needs to be intentionally and pro-actively nurtured rather than taken for granted and regarded as inherent. Co-founder of the Dignity Rights Project, Erin Daly chimes in: ‘Human dignity is both a source and an aspiration of rights … once you have understood human dignity you cannot undo it’.

Anthropologist Alan Page Fiske has been introduced earlier as well. People create relationships that are ‘not simply combinations of the characteristics of the individuals that engage in them’, according to Fiske, they follow ‘shared models of how people should coordinate with each other’. Anthropologists can list innumerable systems, yet, Fiske found that people, most of the time and in all cultures, just use four elementary and universal forms or models for organising most aspects of sociality, four ‘structures out of which people construct, understand, evaluate, sanction, and motivate most joint activities’. Interaction can be structured, first, according to what people have in common or communal sharing, second, according to ordered differences or authority ranking, third, by using additive imbalances or equality matching, and, fourth, according to ratios or market pricing. These four social models follow the well-known four mathematical scales of...
measurement of nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio, of which the first is the most comprehensive and qualitative and the last the least comprehensive and most quantitative.¹²

Family life is often informed by communal sharing, as it embraces the motto of ‘one for all and all for one’, while authority ranking involves asymmetrically ordering people along vertical hierarchical social dimensions — it can mean a nurturant teacher who manifests the *Homo amans* model, or the brutal dictator who follows the *Homo dominans* path. Equality matching implies a balance of taking turns, for instance, in car pools or babysitting cooperatives. The fourth, the market-pricing model, views relationships as defined by proportions or ratios, and this is the arena of *Homo oeconomicus*.

Today, every aspect of life is moving into the least comprehensive anchoring, namely, market pricing, the one that reduces the fullness of quality furthest into the straightjacket of quantity calculations, the one that spawns definitions of dignity the undermine dignity.

Let us try to use Fiske’s system to differentiate possible definitions of dignity:

- **Communal Sharing (CS)** is a model of collaboration that highlights what we have in common. It is the most comprehensive, qualitative, and least humiliating frame of sociality. It highlights unconditional ‘giving forward’ from the heart, from a place of loving generosity, where there is no quantity calculation, no tit-for-tat requirement, no material incentives.¹³ It resembles love marriage in contrast to convenience marriage or forced marriage, it is the realm of Martin Buber’s I-Thou dialogue in contrast to I-It instrumentalisation. It characterises what is widely regarded as a ‘good family’, meaning that all members give what they can and receive what they need.¹⁴ It characterises strong connective relationships constituted through solidarity and unity under principles such as ‘all for one, and one for all’,¹⁵ and ‘love the land, love the people, share the surplus’.¹⁶ Differences do not divide but strengthen the community, everyone counts, everyone develops a feeling for what others need, and shares the responsibility to offer it. In this context, dignity manifests through individuals connecting in solidarity and care, it manifests when they cooperate with each other to create a world of unity in equal dignity for all in their diversity, always recognisant of the inherent human desire ‘to walk upright’. Indeed, a culture of communal sharing seems to be the way forward for the dignity of the entire human family.

- **Authority Ranking (AR)** describes ordered authority differences. If people in positions of authority are benevolent, they strive to meet everyone’s needs and thus nurture communal sharing. Less benevolent leaders, in contrast, deprive everyone and demand that subordinates give what they can, while they themselves take more than they need and employ routine humiliation to maintain this asymmetry. The concept of dignity will follow this dichotomy. A benevolent authority, a nurturant teacher, for instance, will foster the personal growth of all of her students and view every community member as equal in dignity and worth. A malevolent authority, an oppressive dictator or tyrannical teacher, will rank worthiness and allow dignitaries to believe that their ‘honourable decorum’ entitles them to look down on lesser beings.

- **Equality Matching (EM)** points at additive differences and equivalent exchanges. This means that people offer to give something only if they can expect an equivalent return. Other people’s needs only count if people are in a position to reciprocate — ‘if there is no contract, there is no responsibility’ (see the discussion on Roman law earlier in the book). Wherever equality matching is given priority and defines the overall system, dignity and humiliation are linked to strict calculations, while the generosity of unconditional communal sharing is discredited as naïve. Dignity is seen as something that can be earned through offering products or services or through consuming them, whith ‘the self’ seen as a territory that is separated from its surroundings through borders that have to be continuously guarded against possible infringements and humiliations from unfair contracts. The commons dilemma is sharpened because people who would be willing to offer unconditional support are ridiculed as naïve or as
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spoilers of fairness rules, because people pledge their support only after all others have given theirs. Unconditional giving is foregone, notions such as hope or optimism are made dependent on the probability of fair returns in the future, and this ultimately endangers the dignity of all.

- Market Pricing (MP) is a model of ratio and proportion. It is the narrowest quantitative and potentially most humiliating frame. Every person, every resource on the planet becomes a commodity — ‘no money means no existence’. Dignity is tied to the mindset of arithmetical calculation in terms of money and one’s ability to acquire it. Dignity is conceptualised as individual autonomy in local/global competitions for dominance. If driven to extremes and not contained, the outcome is the stripping of everyone’s dignity.

Human beings use these four modes of coordination to organise nearly every aspect of all social domains, Alan Page Fiske explains. Even when we simply invite to dinner, we follow these four models. For instance, we can share the food and drink without calculating who gets how much (CS), a host may ask his guests for assistance (AR), the guests might feel obligated to reciprocate the invitation (EM), and the host will have bought the food to be prepared (MP).\(^\text{17}\) Another example are soldiers in a platoon. They may be ready to sacrifice their lives for each other (CS), they have a commander (AR), they take turns standing guard (EM), and scarce ammunition may be used efficiently (MP).\(^\text{18}\) Whenever a group or a dyad interacts, they can use the same four basic ways, ‘they can seek a consensus of the group as a whole, the chief can decide (and delegate minor aspects of the decision), people can vote, or they can use a market mechanism based on utilities or prices’.\(^\text{19}\) When a task has to be accomplished, people ‘can all simply pitch in without assigning individual responsibilities, an authority can give orders down a chain of command, everyone can do an equal share (or take turns), or participants can be compensated in proportion to the amount they each complete.’\(^\text{20}\)

Moral judgement follows similar paths. ‘Treat each person’s needs and suffering as your own, do what the gods or your elders command, treat each person equally, or give every person their due in proportion to what they deserve’.\(^\text{21}\) When people transfer goods or services, ‘they can give a gift without expecting any specific return; they can pay tribute in fealty to a superior (or, inversely, bestow a benefit to a subordinate as a gesture of largesse); they can make a balanced, quid-pro-quo exchange; or they can sell and purchase at market rates’.\(^\text{22}\) Also the social meanings of land are inscribed in this logic, as land can be regarded as a shared commons, or as the domain or fief of a lord, or as a marker of equal status (such as eligibility to vote), or as a commercial investment.\(^\text{23}\)

Allow me to share how I personally benefitted from Alan Page Fiske’s work. Since I was a child, my personal intuition led me to want to embrace unconditional ‘giving forward’, and my initial experimentations with this practice showed me that this is indeed the most fulfilling and meaningful way of being. However, I lacked justifications. I was therefore delighted when I understood how my personal path resonates with Fiske’s concept of communal sharing. Fiske’s insights helped me stand by my own intuitions and be proud that I offer my capabilities as an unconditional gift of love to humanity, that I work for a dignified future for humankind and give everything I have without expecting any reward. I am an ild sjel, as my Norwegian friends would say, a ‘fire soul’, filled with passion just for its own sake.

Fiske’s model also helped me to see where people come from who misunderstand my path, some even feel provoked by it and want to punish me for it. Some people regard my path as counterintuitive and paradox — how can rewardless life be rewarding — while others see it as naïve, or even suspect me of being mentally deranged. A ‘sober’ person, they say, invests into the future of humanity only if there is justified hope for reasonable returns, and in case there is no such hope, why should one care? In short, many find it dubious that I nurture dignity in a world while humanity may already be in hospice and no longer in hospital.

Fiske’s model made me also understand where people come from when they wonder ‘Who pays for what Evelin does?’ and expect that I must receive ‘something in return’, even if only ‘points’ for
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Some definitions of dignity undermine dignity in the heavens after death, or as a footnote in future history books. Some ask, ‘How come that Evelin with her two doctorates is unable to monetise her efforts?’ Even those who have understood why I choose to refrain from ‘monetisation’ and wish to manifest a gift economy, wonder why I deem certain gifts as unethical and refuse them. In other words, also in these cases my value choices are misattributed to psychological weaknesses.

People who react to my path in such ways, come from the mindset of arithmetic operations, from models of sociality that Fiske would call equality matching and market pricing, from concepts of human nature that are described by the Homo oeconomicus model of human nature, which they deem to be the only model of both sanity and dignity. Some people even become defensive and accuse me of moral extortion, of wanting to use my life choices to make them feel guilty about their own selfishness. Other are steeped in the authoritarian version of authority ranking, never exposed to the possibility that one may look at the world like a gardener does, like a loving nurturer and inspirer, and that gardening may be the best metaphor for understanding happiness and making sense of mastery.

I have no problems understanding why so many people’s narrative goes into the opposite direction of mine, why they believe that giving priority to market pricing in a society is a sign of progress. They say that ‘we modern humans’ can be proud of our ingenuity, of having transcended ‘primitive’ egalitarian communal sharing, that we even have surpassed authoritarian domination by making the exchange of goods and services more effective and fair through market pricing. I understand when people feel personally attacked or even humiliated when I question this proud narrative and point out that communal sharing in the spirit of loving nurturing may be a form of being-in-this-world that we may need to re-consider and re-invigorate, particularly now, as we inhabit a world in deep crisis. When I meet people who live in niches of high monetary wealth, who still are relatively shielded from global crises — and this includes academics at established institutions with tenure or at least income — many are irritated by me voluntarily foregoing their privileges and instead putting my personal life on line to experiment with side-stepping money-based contracts. They feel they earned their privileges through hard work and are entitled to enjoy them, an entitlement they feel is undermined by me working double as hard to try out direct solidarity, conviviality, gift economy, and Palaeolithic life-styles, all approaches that are informed by communal sharing and which are seen as bygone and primitive. Writer Upton Sinclair observed already in the 1930s what I experience every day, ‘It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends upon his not understanding it!’ I resonate with sociologists Pierre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron, who located the roots of this predicament in dysfunctional educations reproducing dysfunctional systems, which then resist change ‘at the levels of psychology, therapy, spirituality, religion, science, philosophy and education’. The kindest among my critics simply have pity with me when they see me gasping for oxygen like a mounteneer on top of Mount Everest and advise me to take up a less stressful office job, oblivious of the fact that gasping is part of being a mounteneer.

Luckily, I am also surrounded by people who resonate with my path of unconditional loving generosity, who give me the strength to survive in a mainstream context that is more or less inimical to my life design. I am always open to new learning, eager and curious, always aware that I might overlook important facts or insights, aware that we all are per definition blind to our own blindness. I am therefore thankful for all support that opens my eyes to new knowledges and new insights, and when such insights are brought to me in caring and nurturing ways, I am doubly thankful. Combative styles may be acceptable for people with surplus energy who live in niches of secure financial situations, people who are anchored and protected in well-established institutions, whereas in my case, combative styles drain the energy that I need to continue on my path to the top of the mountain so to speak. I would not know what to do without the support of the dignity family around me, Linda Hartling, Michael Britton, and many others. One of those who support my path, both practically and with theory building, is also Howard Richards, philosopher of social science and scholar of peace and global studies. Through my life
choices, I manifest what he stipulates as ‘necessary and sufficient principles’, by which he means, first, the principle of always maintaining a ‘pro-social attitude’, and second, the principle of aiming for a structural understanding of ‘what works’. My life path fulfils both requirements in that it is pro-social and it works.

Structural understanding — understanding whether a system is functional or dysfunctional starts with what Richards calls ‘growth points’, ‘levers’, or ‘fulcrums’, all of which serve as wedges or hinges. What those wedges do is demonstrate ‘what works’ to people who initially disagree. Paulo Freire used phrases such as temas bisagra or themes. Philosopher Roy Bhaskar speaks of ‘transcendental arguments’, and political scientist Steven Cohen of ‘reasons for hope’. I have used the term ‘Trojan Horse’ to highlight that such ‘wedges’ often are hidden, and this is precisely what my life path shows — the fact that I work double as hard as others only to forego monetisation and foreground solidarity in my life fundamentally undermines existing dysfunctional systems and their justifications, yet, this is so hidden that some simply overlook it, while others feel puzzled and vaguely provoked, and only very few support it openly.

Solidarity really works. It was Bill Mollison, founder of permaculture, who formulated the tenet ‘Love the land, love the people, share the surplus’, a tenet that is superior to the doctrines of ‘the market’. Economist Ernst Friedrich Schumacher was right in saying, ‘In a sense, the market is the institutionalisation of individualism and non-responsibility’.
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